
He gave a lot of examples to help us
understanding

He made sure everyone
understood every topic.

He honestly wants students to
learn the material, and is
passionate about it.

He was very passionate
about this course and was
always able to provide
real world examples for
the topics we were
discussing.

His freedom and openness of
knowledge.

I enjoyed the manner in which the instructor was approachable and
handled every question you brought forward to him with high regard,
to not only answer it but also make sure you truly understand.

I liked that there was room for
student input throughout the course.

The instructor is enthusiastic about the material. He
relates the content with real world examples. He tries to
get all students involved during the class. Readily makes
himself available for questions or clarification at all times.
This instructor inspired interest in the course by how
passionate he was about teaching the course. His
PowerPoints were very helpful and the fact he posted them
on Blackboard helped students in a major way with tests and
homework. He was very thorough and tested us on knowledge
of the topic that he knew he taught and went over.

Very interactive with
students. Student driven
discussion and engagement.

This course inspired interest in the
subject field and helped students learn
about Management Information
Systems, even if they had little to know
idea about the topic. The course
inspires interest in itself and can relate
to everyday activities of a student.

This instructor was amazing and has me really exited for my
experience at Eller College. He cared about his students and talked
with his students if they needed help. He was very organized and
was armed with a massive amount of knowledge on the topic and was
very fair to students in class. I am very happy that I was able to
have Karthik Srinivasan as an instructor.

I liked that the professor was always available to 
assist all students and he encouraged everyone to 
ask questions when we didn't understand a topic. 

I really enjoyed how proactive the professor was as well as how tried 
to inspire interest amongst the students. It made the lecturers much 
more enjoyable and interesting 

The assignments and
news articles were
really useful in helping
to understand the
material being taught.

What was expected for particular
grades is clear. The opportunity
for extra credit at the beginning
of the course which would help
further experience and knowledge
relating to the class.

I enjoyed learning
about the internet
through a more in
depth perspective,
and learning about
about cyber security.

the teacher is
very nice and
helps a lot

Karthik did a great job
motivating us to think
bigger in regards to
technology

Teacher was
super helpful
and very
committed to
his students
success

Student feedback (MIS 111 Summer 2016) 

What did you especially like about this course?What did you especially like about the way this instructor 
taught the course?




